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Treatment: Last Tree Salvage 

District: Gunnison 

Maximum Treatment Acres: 466.   

Cover Type: Spruce/Aspen 

Integrated Treatment Objectives: Recovery Treatment; Fuels removal and fuel loading reduction; 

Provide hare, marten, and lynx denning habitat; Snag retention, and landscape-scale habitat connectivity; 

Meet post-harvest tree stocking objectives; Road maintenance; Salvage with retention of high quality hare 

habitat. 

Desired Condition: Uneven-aged stand structure, increased species composition, appropriate tree 

stocking levels based on objectives. 

Estimated Miles of Temporary Road Construction: Temporary road construction is estimated 

at less than five miles.  All temporary roads will be closed within 5 years of sale closure.  Existing road 

prisms will be used to the maximum extent possible.   

Known Design Feature Triggers: 

 Temporary road stream crossings 

 Maintaining habitat connectivity 

 Goshawk nests in area 

 Snowmobile trail runs through the area 

Cumulative Watershed Disturbance 

The FEIS identified watershed disturbance triggers that when reached would facilitate a change in 
management.  When disturbance reaches 20 percent the Forest will curtail activities so watershed disturbance 
does not exceed 25 percent.  The Last Tree Salvage project occurs in the Mill Creek-Brush Creek Watersheds.  
Acres of these watersheds affected by all tracked management, including Last Tree Salvage, and natural 
disturbances are presented below.  

 

 Last Tree Salvage  

Watershed Total 
Acres 
of NF 
Lands 

Baseline 
Disturbance 
acres1 

Acres of 
Temporary 
Road2 

Acres of 
SBEADMR 
harvest3 

Reasonably 
foreseeable 
other 
actions4 

Cumulative 
disturbance 
(%) 

Exceeds 
20% 
trigger? 

Mill Creek-
Brush 

17,834 237 15.4 60 117 2.4 No 



Creek 

Cebolla 
Creek 

18,025 493 3.0 57 61 3.4 No 

 1Existing infrastructure and roads weighted at 100% disturbance (1 acres = 1 acre) plus past vegetation disturbance 
weighted at 25% disturbance (4 acres = 1 acre of disturbance).  

 2One mile of road construction = 4.8 acres of disturbance.  

 3Vegetation management disturbance weighted at 25% disturbance (4 acres = 1 acres)  

 4Reasonable foreseeable vegetation disturbances weighted at 25% disturbance (4 acres = 1 acre) and temporary roads 
weighted at 100% disturbance.  This includes other SBEADMR treatments and other Forest Service actions resulting in 
ground disturbing activities. 

  

 Lynx Analysis Units (LAUs):  

 The FEIS identified LAU triggers to limit the amount lynx habitat that could be converted to unsuitable 
and when reached would facilitate a change in management.  When 25 percent of habitat is converted 
to unsuitable from management or natural causes, management actions in lynx habitat will be 
curtailed so no more than 30 percent is converted to unsuitable.  The Last Tree salvage occurs in the 
Cebolla LAU.  Acres of lynx habitat temporally converted to unsuitable by all tracked management 
actions, including Last Tree Salvage, and natural disturbances are presented below. 

  

 Last Tree Salvage  

LAU Total 
Acres of 
Lynx 
Habitat 

Baseline 
Disturbance 
acres and 
percent 
unsuitable 
lynx habitat 

Acres of 
Temporary 
Roads 

Acres of 
SBEADMR 
harvest 

Reasonably 
foreseeable 
other 
actions 

Cumulative 
disturbance 
(%) 

Exceeds 
25% 
trigger? 

Cebolla 42,869 748 12 116 442 3.1 N 

 1Existing infrastructure and roads weighted at 100% disturbance (1 acres = 1 acre) plus past vegetation disturbance 
weighted at 25% disturbance (4 acres = 1 acre of disturbance).  

 2One mile of road construction = 4.8 acres of disturbance.  

 3In single storied stands with high overstory mortality, lynx habitat is considered unsuitable. In multi-storied stands with 
live understory, the lynx habitat is considered suitable. Therefore loss due to logging activities is considered incidental and 
is a result of harvest method. 

   4Reasonable foreseeable vegetation disturbances are calculated as described above.   This includes other SBEADMR 
treatments and other Forest Service actions resulting in incidental loss to lynx habitat. 

 
Technical Contact: Drew Stroberg; dstroberg@fs.fed.us; 970-642-4445 
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